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Mark McEntee: guitar

Jerome Smith: bass 

Set List: 

Boys in Town

I’ll Make You Happy

Only Lovely

Guillotine Day

Need a Lover

Open Windows

Love School

Lay Your Body Down

Science Fiction

Temperamental

Sex Will Keep Us Together

Make Out Alright

Bless My Soul

I Touch Myself

Ain’t Gonna Eat Out My Heart Anymore

Pleasure and Pain

Rose Tattoo: Live in 1993 From Boggo Road Jail

Directed by Chris Fitz-Gibbon 

Umbrella Music

54 minutes, 1993 / 2012 

Umbrellaent.com.au

MVDvisual.com

Rose Tattoo was known as the “Bad Boys of Australian rock” (hey, it

says so right on the back of the DVD box). In a land that released the

likes of AC/DC and the Saints, that’s saying something, I guess.
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Vocalist Angry Anderson (aka Gary) is diminutive and imposing, his

muscles and tattoos on display. And while his vocal range is certainly

limited, he sure can produce some strength behind that scope. He

does have an AC/DC/Bon Scott vibe going, and he flogs it for all its

worth, with benefit. The song titles alone show you the direction they

have taken, such as “Bad Boy for Love,” “Assault & Battery,” and

“Rock’n’Roll Outlaw.” Surprisingly, “We Can’t Be Beaten” is not

present, although they do quite a rousing version of the Stones’

“Street Fightin’ Man.”

It’s said that those with a troubled and violent youth either go into

social work, the priesthood, or prison. Angry has managed to touch

nearly all bases, in a sort. He is an advocate for juvies in the courts,

acted in such films as Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome, and is a

forceful member of the conservative National Front. He’s also a

spokesperson for men’s health; not surprising since five members of

his band has died from some form of cancer. As for prison, well,

Anderson quips quite early on about how everyone expected him to

end up in Boggo Road Gaol, and there he is. Ha!

Anderson’s voice definitely has a flint-striking-stone element that is

appealing to a metal genre, and it is certainly no surprise that Rose

Tattoo – er – rose to among the top of the heavy rock field. I do,

however, think that perhaps the band is better suited for the studio

in that Angry tends to have a small number of musical stage moves,

where he walks to a spot, turns the microphone to the side of his

head, moves his head to face the mic (giving the audience half a

face), and his other hand straight out from his body. End of stanza,

move to another place, repeat. I’m sure there are going to be RT fans

who will disagree, but I’m just sayin’.

The guitarwork by Peter Wells (d. 2006) and Mick Cocks (d. 2009) is

superb, as is the rest of the musicianship, as they grind down the

metal to a primitive sound that is actually quite sophisticated in its

form.

Honestly, during their heyday, Rose Tattoo never really registered on

my meter much. I didn’t have MTV and was listening mostly to US-

centric punk, but I am glad for this opportunity to do a bit of

enjoyable post-catch-up. 

Band: 

Angry Anderson: vocals

Georgie Leech: bass

Peter Wells: slide guitar

Mick Cocks: rhythm guitar

Paul De Marco: drums 

Set List: 

Out of This Place

Bad Boy for Love

Assault & Battery

Tramp
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The Butcher & Fast Eddie

Rock’n’roll is King

Street Fighting Man

Rock’n’roll Outlaw

One of the Boys

Nice Boys

Going Down

Bonus Video: 


